
UVEX IGNITE
HAGER WORLDWIDE

Ignite is wraparound protective
eyewear with an adjustable
nosepiece that reduces
slipping and provides a
comfortable fit. The nine-base
wraparound lens provides
close to face protection and superior coverage.
The soft temple tip pads also add to the
comfortable fit. 

Tinted Lens
9507516   Metallic Red & Silver Frame [355828]

Clear Lens
9507512   Metallic Red & Silver Frame [355826]
9507510   Black & Silver Frame [355825]

Infection Control Eye Protection • Face Masks-Cone

472 100% price transparency • visit darby.com or download our app to access your current pricing and start saving today!

UVEX GENESIS - CONTINUED

9507281   Earth Frame [355812]                      
9507283   Vapor Blue Frame [355816]

FORM FIT CONE MASK
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Form Fit Cone
Masks offer a unique
contoured design that
promotes comfort and
prevents eyewear fog. The
ergonomic design
eliminates the need for a nose clip. The lightweight
material is both fluid resistant and breathable and
offers a BFE rating of 99%+. These masks are latex
free and fiberglass free. The unique molded design
requires no nose clip. Fluid Resistant

50/Box 
9518736 Pink Small
9518735 Blue Regular

FACE MASKS— 
CONE

CONE MOLDED
EARLOOP FACE
MASK
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Cone Molded Earloop
Face Masks are made of a high
quality, soft, non-woven polyester
material that is breathable and
odorless. The convenient earloop design allows the
user to wear the mask with loops around the ears
as opposed to the back of the head. These high
quality cone masks are fluid resistant offer
superior protection with a BFE rating of 99% +.
These masks are latex free and fiberglass free.
They offer an adjustable, anti-glare nose clip and a
comfortable, non-irritating fit. 

50/Box 
9532030 Blue

ASEPTEX 1800 PLUS
3M 

The Aseptex mask has a
molded cone construction,
ribbed to minimize collapse
and help maintain good
facial fit. The mask helps
protect patients and
healthcare workers from the transfer of
microorganisms. The single elastic band allows for
quick and easy donning and removal. 

50/Box
0063250  [1800PLUS]

CONE MOLDED FACE MASK
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Cone Molded Face
Masks are manufactured
using soft, breathable,
fiberglass free polyester. They
are offered in standard size
blue and smaller size pink.
Both are fluid resistant and
offer a BFE rating of 99%+.
These masks are latex free and fiberglass free.
They offer an adjustable, anti-glare nose clip, and
are color coded for personalized fit. 

50/Box 
9518722 Pink Small
9518689 Blue Standard

UVEX SPITFIRE
HAGER WORLDWIDE

The UVEX Spitfire are ultra-lite, wraparound
glasses. The frameless style allows for full
peripheral view. The glasses have adjustable
spatulite temples and angles lens. The uni-lens
design includes a molded nose bridge. 

Clear Lens
9507290  Black Frame [355590]                    
9507292   Slate Blue Frame [355594]

DEFEND FORM-FIT
MASK
MYDENT

This unique contour design
without a metal nosepiece
prevents fogging of 
eyewear. These masks are
ergonomically designed, 
fluid resistant and are latex and fiberglass free.

FLUID-RESISTANT MASK
3M

Fluid Resistant Masks help
reduce potential exposure of
the wearer to blood and body
fluids. There is a greater than
99% Bacterial Filtration
efficiency (BFE) when
challenged with particles
approximately 4.6-4.7 microns
in size. The masks are soft and lightweight for
comfortable wear with a collapse-resistant design. 

50/Box
8670160   Blue [1942FB]
8670166   Rose [1942FR]

STANDARD CONE MASK
KIMBERLY CLARK  

The Standard Cone Mask materials
and donning attachments are
sonically bonded, and the face
masks are made of natural rubber
latex-free. The masks have a
molded style. 

50/Box
9900188  Blue [00152]

BFE of greater than 99%. 

50/Box
9518740   Blue [MK1206]
9518742    Pink [MK1216]

SURGICAL MOLDED MASK
CROSSTEX

Crosstex Surgical Molded Masks
are ideal as a comfortable
substitute for earloop face masks,
this mask is a simple physical
barrier ideal for exams and
visitations or for dry, short
procedures that do not produce fluid, spray or
aerosols. The masks contains a soft, flexible nose
piece and flared edges that prevent irritation. 

50/Box
9329646  Blue [GCBL]
3416814    Pink [GCPK] 

SURGINE II
MÖLNLYCKE HEALTH CARE

The Surgine II is a barrier cone
mask, with an elastic band and an
adjustable, non-glare nose piece. 

50/Box
8521100 [4235]
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